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Line: The Saga of Norway’s King Magnus Barelegs It’s been said that a picture tells a thousand
words, but a picture from a time beyond the moment of a thousand words tells even more.
Photographs from the 1100’s of the Swedish king Sverker, with his three sons, Birger, Inge and
Magnus. This picture, from the Lanstorp Abbey, shows a portly Sverker with a relatively young
Birger on the right, a young Inge in the middle, and a handsome, slightly smaller Magnus on the left.
Sverker is standing. Birger on the right has his hands on a staff, while Inge is holding a wine cup,
and Magnus is carrying a shield. The story line of Sverker and Birger, Inge and Magnus, how it all
comes down to Norway gaining its independence of Sweden is a story that is told in many books, and
countless documentaries. But a single photograph tells an entirely different story about the factors
that led to Norway’s independence. The Lanstorp Abbey was built in around 1180, a few years after
the death of King Magnus Barelegs, the last Viking king of Norway. The abbey was used by about
100 monks and was located in a royal manor house on the shores of the lake Tangen, in southern
Sweden. For a short period of the 1200’s, there was a family relationship between the monarchs of
Sweden and of Norway. In the first third of the 12th century, the kings of Sweden, Erik, Sverker and
Birger, made several raids on Norway in the summers to control its trading routes. When Sverker
became king in 1163, he was a free man and one of the kings travelled freely to Norway. But Erik
was given the supervision of Norse
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